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Foreword

Welcome to the first OSPT Alliance
annual report! In the next few pages,
we aim to reflect on our most recent
successes and advances, presenting an
overview of the key accomplishments
our organisation has made in the last
twelve months. In addition, we will
be using this as an opportunity to
demonstrate how our organization
has, and continues to evolve, and to
provide an insight into our plans for
the future.
But first and foremost, I’d like to extend
my sincere thanks to all those who
have been involved in the projects,
challenges and successes of the OSPT
Alliance in the last year. It is only with
the active engagement and support
of our members that we continue
to thrive and remain relevant to the
needs of the industry. It is no mean
feat, and by no single effort, that
CIPURSE™ is now considered the
non-proprietary open standard for
secure transport ticketing, with several
deployments now live. Some of our key
achievements this year include:

	Realigning our organisational
structure to include an Affiliate
membership category, to better
support system integrators,
and reader and terminal
manufacturers.
	Forming a System Integration
Sub-Working Group to kick-start
the development of a dedicated
CIPURSE Specification and
guidelines for terminals and
readers.
	Continuing to showcase the
capacity of CIPURSE to effectively
support Host Card Emulation
(HCE) based mobile ticketing
solutions with a proof of concept
demonstration.
	Delivering dedicated workshop
and training sessions across
the globe to offer networking
opportunities and provide
key insights into best-practice
adoption of CIPURSE.
	Addressing the market interest
in delivering Account-Based
Ticketing (ABT) solutions by
defining our offering in this space.
	Increasing our global outlook
and addressing regional-specific
concerns with a far-reaching
and diverse presence and
endorsement of international
industry events.
	Illustrating our capacity to
support implementations beyond
transport ticketing with the
announcement of a CIPURSEbased ID verification driving
licence scheme in Brazil.
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As we continue to mature, I believe
that 2018 will be a pivotal year for
our association. In our increasingly
on-demand, mobile and connected
world, the expectations of consumers
have never been higher. As services
converge and centralise onto
smartphones, the industry is keenly
looking at how it can deliver
more seamless, advanced and
complimentary mobility services to
keep up with consumer demands.
Our organisation has realigned to
reflect this critical evolution of the
ecosystem:

OSPT Alliance works with its
members and partners from
across the entire mobility
ecosystem to collaborate to
deliver better, simpler, more
efficient and more convenient
services to consumers.
In short - enabling the future
of mobility services.
Building upon the success of our
cornerstone CIPURSE platform,
OSPT Alliance is determined to
support industry innovation by
communicating how we can lead the
development of mobility services and
support the industry to simplify the
integration of multiple services onto
one common, interoperable and
secure platform. With renewed focus,
I very much look forward to seeing
what we can achieve in the next
12 months.

Philippe Martineau
President of the Board

Our Key Figures
Community:

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATION
CIPURSE V2.2
available to the OSPT Alliance community

A NON-PROFIT INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION DRIVEN BY

1200

REPRESENTATIVES FROM A COMMUNITY
OF OVER 80 MEMBER COMPANIES
The CIPURSE™ standard is developed by

3 WORKING GROUPS
3 SUB-WORKING GROUPS

Education:
OSPT Alliance is actively committed to
educating members and stakeholders across
the global, multi-provider community

4

infographics
on HCE

Certification:
19 products | 7 vendors

9 speaker slots
3 workshops delivered
5 whitepapers
6 webinars
4 webcasts
ebook: Account-based ticketing
video: 	CIPURSE & HCE mobile ticketing
proof-of-concept video

OSPT Alliance is a global community that enables
the future of mobility services across a variety
of markets including transport, ticketing,
access control and micro-payment

OSPT Alliance vision:

250 million users
in the next 2-3 years
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Board of Directors

Philippe Martineau
President of the Board
Rambus

Katja Kienzl
Board Member
Infineon Technologies

Carsten Loschinsky
Board Member
Infineon Technologies

Cesare Paciello
Board Member
HID Global

Philippe is Senior Director
of Ecosystem Business
Development at Rambus,
where he is responsible
for bridging Rambus’ core
technology with the mobile
world. His career started with
the emergence of mobile
technology in the early 90’s,
where he contributed to the
GSM standardisation project,
bringing SIM technology to
the market.

Katja currently serves
as Head of Marketing of
Infineon Technologies’
Transport Ticketing Product
Line. Within this role she
is responsible for driving
the international product
strategy. Prior to joining
Infineon Technologies, Katja
held various management
positions at NXP
Semiconductors (formally
Philip Semiconductors) and
Mikron GmbH.

Carsten serves as VicePresident of Sales and
Marketing for the Chip
Card & Security Division of
Infineon Technologies, where
he is responsible for driving
business strategy across
transport, government ID,
payment, and embedded
security solutions worldwide.
Prior to his current position,
Carsten worked within the
Chip Card & Security division
and the Automotive division
of Infineon Technologies.

Cesare is CEO of HID Global
and the Founder of the
Ticketing and Transportation
PL. He has over 20 years’
experience in smart card,
RFID, electronic ticketing
and managing multifaceted
projects on an international
scale. Throughout his career
Cesare has focussed on
business development and
project delivery of complex IT
solutions.

Philippe was elected as
President of the OSPT
Alliance Board in 2018.

Aude de Vassart
Board Member
IDEMIA
Aude is Director of the
Transport Business Line
at IDEMIA, where she is
responsible for driving global
business strategy. Prior to this
position, Aude held various
roles in marketing and
management at Oberthur
Technologies and Texas
Instruments. Aude has over
17 years’ experience in the
telecoms and payment cards
industry and has supervised
numerous multinational
teams to deliver complex,
industry-leading projects.
Aude joined the OSPT
Alliance board in 2018

Katja joined the OSPT
Alliance Board in 2016.

Steffen Regenauer
Board Member
Giesecke+Devrient Mobile
Security GmbH
Steffen is a Director at
Giesecke+Devrient Mobile
Security GmbH, Head of
Product Management for
Mobile Connectivity and
Devices.This role sees Steffen
work across the traditional SIM
business, software solutions,
and transit and mobile
ticketing solutions. Steffen
has 20 years’ experience
in the telecoms industry,
having previously worked for
Siemens Mobile and BenQ in
various Product Management
positions and tech sales roles
for MNO accounts like DTAG
and Vodafone.
Steffen joined the OSPT
Alliance board in 2018.
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Carsten joined the OSPT
Alliance Board in 2014.

Michael Svanascini
Board Member
Americaneagle.com
Michael is President
and General Counsel of
Americaneagle.com, a
role which he has had
since the company began.
Michael has helped to
grow Americaneagle.
com to become one of the
United States’ top digital
agencies and web hosting
organizations, employing over
400 people.
Michael joined the OSPT
Alliance board in 2018.

Cesare joined the OSPT
Alliance Board in 2016.

Working Group Chairs
Working Group
Marketing
Working Group

Chair(s)
Dr. Joerg Schmidt
Infineon
Technologies

Fabrice Jogand
HID Global

North America
Sub-Working
Group

Chung Chung Tam
Americaneagle.com
Chair

Details
The Marketing Working Group (MWG) aims to
raise awareness of the importance and benefits
of open standards for mobility services. The group
engages with the media, delivers presentations at
industry events, dispatches a quarterly newsletter,
manages internal group communications and
hosts OSPT Alliance activities such as training
and workshops. The MWG also monitors and
investigates market trends that shape the
future of the CIPURSE Specification.

The North America Sub-Working Group sits
within the MWG. The group has been created
to promote the value of OSPT Alliance and
CIPURSE to the transit ecosystems in
this region.

Greg Coogan
Infineon Technologies
Vice-Chair

Technical
Working
Group

Franz J. Brücklmayr
Infineon
Technologies

The Technical Working Group (TWG) develops and
maintains the CIPURSE standard to meet evolving
industry requirements. It also educates audiences
on how the standard can be integrated into
automated fare collection systems.

HCE
Sub-Working
Group

Viktor Brajak
Medius

The HCE Sub-Working Group sits within the TWG.
It is focused on creating new opportunities for
public transport and beyond through leveraging
HCE technologies.

System
Integration
Sub-Working
Group

Bala Raja Munjuluri
Infineon
Technologies

The System Integration Sub-Working Group
sits within the TWG. It defines the minimum
requirements for readers interacting with
CIPURSE products and contributes to system level
standardization activities beyond reader level.

Certification
Working
Group

Fabrice Libotte
IDEMIA

The Certification Working Group (CWG) manages a
certification process for CIPURSE. It outlines a clear,
simple and fair certification program, which offers
service providers implementing automated fare
collection solutions confidence that the products
they integrate are compatible and interoperable
with ticketing ecosystems based on CIPURSE.
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About OSPT Alliance

The OSPT Alliance
membership comprises of
representatives from the
entire mobility ecosystem.
Together they collaborate
to deliver better, simpler,
more efficient and more
convenient services to
consumers. They do
this by:
Managing and evolving the
CIPURSE Specification to
ensure relevance to current
market requirements and
technologies, and providing
backwards compatibility
with previous versions of
the standard.
OSPT Alliance is a global community that enables the future
of mobility services across a variety of markets including
transport, ticketing, access control and micro-payment.
As a member-driven association,
OSPT Alliance works with
over 80 member companies
to develop and maintain the
CIPURSE open standard, which
offers an advanced foundation
for developing highly secure,
interoperable and flexible
mobility solutions across
multiple use cases. Thanks to
the support of OSPT Alliance’s
members, CIPURSE is now
considered the open standard
for the transport ticketing
industry, with a number of
deployments and projects
worldwide.
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The industry is increasingly
turning its attention towards
developing more seamless,
advanced mobility services
to keep pace with consumer
demands. Determined to
support this innovation,
OSPT Alliance is now focused
on communicating how its
cornerstone CIPURSE platform
can support and drive forward
the development of Mobility as
a Service (MaaS) solutions. It will
work with its members and the
wider industry to simplify the
integration of multiple services
onto one common, interoperable
and secure platform.

Developing technologyspecific versions of
the CIPURSE standard
to demonstrate its
compatibility with
technologies such as HCE.
Providing industry education
through the publication of
freely available white papers,
infographics and eBooks.
Hosting open, informative
workshops, which address
specific regional and sector
requirements.
Facilitating collaboration
between stakeholders across
the mobility ecosystem and
driving the development of
innovative new applications
and services in this field.

About CIPURSE
For further information
on CIPURSE, visit
http://www.osptalliance.org/
the_standard

From its creation in 2010 to
today, the CIPURSE standard
has evolved from specification
to reality with a number of
global member deployments
now underway. Today, CIPURSE
is considered the open, nonproprietary standard for
mobility services. Completely
form factor agnostic, it supports
media including contactless
cards, wearables and mobile
solutions developed with both
secure elements and HCE.
As CIPURSE is independent
of both the hardware and
the hardware provider, it can
seamlessly, securely and cost
effectively be integrated into
any existing MaaS solution.
This enables providers to look
beyond single source suppliers
and capitalize on multiple
partner projects that can better
support digital services and be
more flexible to future market
demand.

CIPURSE in Action

CIPURSE Certification

CIPURSE has been specified
for an ID verification function
on a new card-based driving
licence scheme in Brazil. The
project uses CIPURSE to protect a
driver’s personal data – such as
a photograph and fingerprints
– so that it can be used for ID
verification. The technology
enables law enforcement officers
to read the data on the card via
an NFC smartphone app, in any
location, and quickly coordinate
with other agencies across
related systems. Additionally,
banks can use fingerprint
authentication to grant access
to services and credit, and local
public transportation solutions
can also be implemented on
the card.

In 2011, OSPT Alliance
created the CIPURSE
Certification Program
which enables
vendors to confirm
conformance of their
products to the CIPURSE
Specification through
an independent thirdparty testing company.
This in turn provides
service providers
with the confidence
and reassurance that
products provided
by different vendors
– that have received
CIPURSE Certification –
are interoperable and
compatible with existing
ecosystems based on
CIPURSE.

The card will be rolled out to the
66 million drivers in Brazil as the
country moves away from the
traditional paper-based model
for the first time.

6 products certified in the last 12 months
Gemalto

UpTeq NFC 3.1.2_eSE 3.0

Infineon Technologies

AG SLS 32TLC00xS(M) v1.0.2

Infineon Technologies

AG SLS 32TLC100(M) v1.5.0

Infineon Technologies

AG SLS 32TLC100(M) v1.2.0

Muto Smart Co. Limited

MUTO CIPURSE FS 1.0

IDEMIA

COSMO Fly v5.8
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Achievements

Supporting System Integrators,
Reader Manufacturers and more

CIPURSE & HCE – Meeting the
Growing Demand for Mobile
Ticketing

OSPT Alliance constantly endeavours to align the structure of our
organisation to support the full ecosystem. This year, we were proud to
announce the launch of both our new ‘Affiliate’ membership category
and the System Integration Sub-Working Group. Both of these were
created in direct response to the growing demand from reader and
terminal manufacturers for a secure, non-proprietary, hardware agnostic
and globally interoperable messaging standard on which ticketing
terminals can be developed.

We have made significant advances
in the HCE space this year, including
the exciting launch of our proofof-concept demo, illustrating a
CIPURSE-based HCE mobile ticketing
application, which was showcased
both at Transport Ticketing Global in
London and via a video.

Affiliate membership is open to all reader and terminal manufacturers,
and system integrators active within the contactless market, offering
them the following:

Led by Viktor Brajak, Chair of the
OSPT Alliance HCE Sub-Working
Group and COO of Medius, the
video explores how the cloud-based
security technology can be best
utilized in conjunction with CIPURSE
to deliver a simple, non-proprietary
solution that allows transport
operators to integrate mobile
ticketing solutions quickly, securely
and cost-effectively into existing
ticketing systems.

Full access to the CIPURSE Specification
The right to implement CIPURSE on the transmitting level
A significantly reduced cost of membership
Participation in one of OSPT Alliance’s sub-working groups
Use of word and picture trademarks in line with the OSPT
Alliance Articles of Association
To complement this, the aim of the System Integration Sub-Working
Group is to create a dedicated CIPURSE Specification and guidelines
for terminals and readers. After a successful start, we aim to publish
our initial guidelines later this year and officially accommodate the
certification of terminals into our CIPURSE Certification Program
in 2018.

Watch the video
http://www.
osptalliance.org/
resources/hce_
poc_video
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In addition to the video, we were also
proud to release two infographics
this year and an industry whitepaper
titled HCE Based Transport
Ticketing Solution Combining
CIPURSE and Tokenization,
further supporting the industry in
understanding HCE and its potential
in ticketing. Major advances have
been made by our HCE Sub-Working
Group in the last twelve months
and we are near completion of
our dedicated CIPURSE for HCE
Specification, which will be published
later this year.

Educating the Industry on
Account-Based Ticketing (ABT)
In line with the growing interest
surrounding ABT, we endeavoured
this year to help the market with its
understanding of this solution and
illustrated the capacity of CIPURSE
to support operators to deliver
secure, effective and interoperable
ABT solutions.
This culminated in an eBook entitled
Implementing Account-Based
Ticketing (ABT): How open, nonproprietary standards can bridge
the transport ticketing innovation
gap. Developed by the Marketing
Working Group and the North
American Sub-Working Group,
the eBook provides a high-level
overview of the main benefits of
ABT - namely its potential to enable
more flexible business models
for operators and its capacity to
offer travellers the convenience of
selecting their own fare media to
identify themselves with, whether

that is a smartcard, mobile device
or a wearable. Crucially, we believed
it was important to address some
of the key concerns and challenges
operators face when transitioning
their systems to an ABT solution.
Restrained by the costs and
logistical challenges of upgrading
proprietary systems, our eBook
explores how an effective offline
risk management solution can
be developed simply and costeffectively using CIPURSE and its
on-media status register. Finally, the
eBook addresses why an industry
move towards non-proprietary
open standards is key to promoting
further innovation in transport
ticketing.

Read the eBook
http://www.osptalliance.org/
resources/abt_ebook

Developing our work in ABT will
continue to be a priority in 2018 get in touch if you would like to be a
part of this activity.
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Membership
Full
Associate
Affiliate
Total

OSPT Alliance
Membership Growth
OSPT Alliance has seen significant
membership growth over the
years, with 2017 seeing the
launch of the new Affiliate
membership level to support
system component readiness
and the availability of integration
services locally.
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Membership survey
The results are in…
The OSPT Alliance Membership
Survey provides an opportunity
to solicit feedback from
members on their perceptions
of the association. This includes,
motivation to participate, level of
engagement, value and benefits,
as well as the effectiveness of
communication channels. The
survey was promoted via direct
communication and LinkedIn,
with an incentive for the first 20
respondents.
Respondents provided OSPT
Alliance with an overall rating of
four stars (out of five), with 78%
of Full and Affiliate Members
saying that the membership
provides value for money.

Some other
key findings included:
Highlighting that a key
motivation for joining the
alliance is to promote an open
standard for transport ticketing,
alongside a need to access
CIPURSE for potential
implementations.

Identifying the following
as the key benefits of
membership:
	Access to the CIPURSE
Specification
	Awareness of technical
developments
	Networking opportunities
Requesting more information on
technical developments within
the body, CIPURSE testing and
development and members’
CIPURSE-related activity.
 sking for more platforms to
A
engage in the work of the
alliance and get involved.
OSPT Alliance welcomes
feedback from its community at
all times. If you missed out on the
survey but want to share your
thoughts, please contact
mike@alliancesmanagement.com
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The OSPT Alliance community has
a truly global reach. The association
hosts workshops and attends
industry events worldwide to ensure
feedback on market requirements
and updates are shared in person,
and our international members
have a platform to connect.

Face-to-Face meetings

Project deployments

Naples

Austria

Manila

Munich

Barcelona

Munich

Paris

Boston

New York

General meeting Cannes

Cuenca

Nigeria

Korea

Russia

Los Angeles

Sao Paulo

Madrid

Vietnam

Managua

Washington

Workshops
San Francisco
Chicago
Manila
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Industry Events Speaking Slots

Speaker name:
Christian Senly
Company of employment:
Headway Partners
Role at OSPT Alliance:
Member representative
Presentation title:
OSPT Alliance and HCE:
Cloud-Based Tokenization with
the CIPURSE Specification

Speaker name:
Fabrice Jogand-Coulomb and
Arnaud Moser
Company of employment:
HID Global
Infineon Technologies
Role at OSPT Alliance:
Co-Chair of the Marketing
Working Group,
Member of the North American
Sub-Working Group

Speaker name:
Laurent Cremer
Company of employment:
OSPT Alliance
Role at OSPT Alliance:
Executive Director
Presentation title:
NFC – A Close and Attainable Future in
Latin America’s Transport Ticketing?

Presentation title:
CIPURSE Open Standard for Transit

Speaker name:
Yannick LeGoff

Speaker name:
Joerg Schmidt

Speaker name:
Joerg Schmidt

Company of employment:
IDEMIA

Company of employment:
Infineon Technologies

Company of employment:
Infineon Technologies

Role at OSPT Alliance:
2017 President of the Board

Role at OSPT Alliance:
Co-Chair of the Marketing
Working Group

Role at OSPT Alliance:
Co-Chair of the Marketing
Working Group

Presentation title:
OSPT Alliance and HCE:
Cloud-Based Tokenization with
the CIPURSE Specification

Presentation title:
CIPURSE and EMV in AFC –
One Application, Different Solutions,
a Common Path

Speaker name:
Stephen McSpadden

Speaker name:
Fabrice Jogand-Coulomb

Speaker name:
Richard Moore

Company of employment:
Rambus

Company of employment:
HID Global

Company of employment:
Rambus

Role at OSPT Alliance:
Co-Chair of the HCE Sub-Working Group

Role at OSPT Alliance:
Co-Chair of the Marketing
Working Group

Role at OSPT Alliance:
Member representative

Presentation title:
Standard Implementation Brings
Innovation to the End-User

Panel session:
What are the Key Technologies for MaaS
to Succeed and do we Need to Adopt a
Global Standard?

Presentation title:
From Mobile to Bluetooth:
The Flexibility of New Ticketing
Technologies
Panel session:
Flexibility of New Technologies
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Presentation title:
OSPT Alliance and HCE:
Cloud-based Tokenization with
the CIPURSE Specification

Workshops

May 2017
Chicago

October 2017
Manila

November 2017
San Francisco

OSPT Alliance member,
Americaneagle.com, hosted an
exclusive workshop in Chicago
entitled ‘Making your fare
collection systems futureproof with open,
non-proprietary and secure
transit solutions’.

OSPT Alliance hosted an
exclusive workshop in Manila
for the Philippines’ leading
public transport operator
entitled, ‘An Open, NonProprietary and Secure
platform to support the
Philippines National
Standard’.

OSPT Alliance held it’s third
workshop of the year in North
America. Hosted by Rambus
in San Francisco, the event,
entitled ‘Building a futureproofed fare collection
system with open,
non-proprietary and secure
transit solutions’, provided
key insights into the latest
trends in US public transport
and the future vision of
ticketing.

The workshop focused on
how the advanced features
of CIPURSE meet the evolving
needs of the transit ticketing
market, with a focus on North
America. Attendees were given
the opportunity to participate in
a panel discussion, moderated
by Infineon Technologies.
The event attracted nearly 30
industry professionals from
the US, Canada, Mexico and
South America. The participants
were from a wide-range of
transit roles including transit
operators, agencies, system
integrators, card manufacturers,
transit associations, chip
manufacturers, service providers
and reader manufacturers.

Over 50 attendees were given
an overview of the benefits
of non-proprietary, open
standards and a look at how
legacy systems can easily
be migrated to CIPURSE. Key
technical insights into the
CIPURSE Specification were also
detailed during the event.

Industry
events we
endorsed

The workshop included
sessions looking at real world
examples of using wearables
in public transport, as well as
a technical introduction to
CIPURSE technology featuring
international success stories
and implementations of
CIPURSE in various market
verticals. Speakers included
Americaneagle.com,
ATM Barcelona, CardTek, and
Digital Payment Solutions.
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Our members

Transit Agencies

Consultants

Software Developers

12Go Asia Pte. Ltd.

ALINC Consulting

Cardtek

ATM Barcelona

Headway Partners

Dataprom

City Group

Miskimmin Consulting

Discovery R&D Center

COSMO.ID

The Open Ticketing Institute

Kenetics Innovations

DIMTS

WCB

MaskTech

International Partners –
Urbanito

Medius

NSB

Mobile Network Operator

Prokart

Deutsche Telekom

Riocard TI

Telenor

São Paulo Transporte
SETRANSP
Smarting
Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority

Government Agencies
Artesp
ETDA
Korean Testing Company
TÜBITAK
UTI Infrastructure Technology and
Services Ltd.

Planeta Informatica
Pri-Num
Rambus
Sequent

Systems Integrators

TMONET Inc

Acensco Technologia Ltda

Udobny Marshrut

ALFB

Visalux Comércio e Indústria Ltda

Americaneagle.com

Zeit Control

Delerrok
Etertin Corp
Guardtek
HID Global
Innova Acao Solutions
MK Smart
MPESO
Quantum Aeon
Rede Ponto Certo
Rede Protégé
SC Soft
Silone Inc
SoftServe
Stratos Group
Telexis
Transdata Industria e Servicos de
Automacao
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Muto Smart

Hardware Manufacturers
Brush Industries
Crane Payment Innovations
FEIG Electronic
Identiv
Linxens
phg
SpringCard
WUXI HUAJIE

Our members

Card Manufacturers

Testing laboratories

Full Member

AUSTRIACARD

Keolabs

Associate Member
Affiliate Member

Enotria
G+D Mobile Security
Gemalto

Technology
service provider

IDEMIA

Consorcio Sir Cuenca

GNC & TCS Cards & Services

Infineon

Watchdata Technologies Ltd.

RioCard Cartoes
Smartlink

Standards body /
industry associations
American Public Transportation
Association
ITSO Ltd.
Secure Technology Alliance

University
Universitat Politécnica de
Catalunya
Technical University of Vienna

Ambassador Program
In 2018, OSPT Alliance is
launching its new Ambassador
program, which will offer an
advanced support network
to both members and nonmembers who want to learn
more about OSPT Alliance and
the CIPURSE Specification.

The OSPT Alliance ambassadors
will comprise of both technical
experts – who will be able to
answer any questions related to
implementing CIPURSE and the
CIPURSE Certification Program
– and association specialists
who will be able to advise more
widely on the role, objectives,
structure and roadmap of
OSPT Alliance.

Through expanding its support
network, OSPT Alliance aims to
further drive the development
and deployment of the CIPURSE
standard. Further information
will be available soon on the
OSPT Alliance website.

Executive Team
Mike Strock
General
Secretary

Laurent Cremer
Business
Development
Ambassador

iseepr PR agency
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Contact Us
For all general and membership enquiries, please email ➤
Mike Strock mike@alliancesmanagement.com

Working Group contacts ➤
Marketing Working Group
Dr. Joerg Schmidt joerg.schmidt@infineon.com
Fabrice Jogand fabrice.jogandcoulomb@hidglobal.com
North American Sub-Working Group
Chung Chung Tam tam@americaneagle.com
Greg Coogan gregory.coogan@infineon.com
Technical Working Group
Franz J. Brücklmayr franz-josef.bruecklmayr@infineon.com
HCE Sub-Working Group
Viktor Brajak viktor.brajak@medius.si
System Integration Sub-Working Group
Bala Raja Munjuluri bala.munjuluri@infineon.com
Certification Working Group
Fabrice Libotte fabrice.libotte@IDEMIA.com

Join our LinkedIn group ➤
https://www.linkedin.com/company/17992056

Visit our website at ➤
www.osptalliance.org

OSPT Alliance, Prinzregenten Str. 159, D-81677 Munich, Germany

